In the last fifteen years a large number of classes of isocompact spaces were investigated by many mathematicians. In this paper we introduce a new large class (i.e. the class of A-neat spaces) of isocompact spaces. This class contains all of the following classes: neighborhood spaces, spaces satisfying property ΘL, weakly [ω l9 oo) r -refinable spaces, 50-penetrable spaces and pure spaces. Other properties of this class are also investigated. For example we show that an ω x -compact to x -neat T λ -space is α-realcompact and A -neatness is an inverse invariant of maps under some conditions. In the last section we consider compactness of isocompact spaces having a countably compact dense subset.
Introduction and preliminaries.
A space is said to be isocompact if every closed countably compact subset is compact [2] . Since Bacon's paper [2] , many isocompact classes have been found. In this paper we introduce a new large class (i.e. the class of /c-neat spaces) of isocompact spaces. This class properly contains the class of neighborhood J^spaces [7] , spaces satisfying property ΘL [6] , weakly [ω v oo) r -refinable spaces [21] , 50-penetrable spaces [4] , and pure spaces [1] . By this concept we can neatly review many results in the area of isocompactness.
In the second section the definition of &-neat spaces is given for an infinite cardinal k. It is proved that every /r-neat space is isocompact and every ω Γ compact ω Γ neat Γ Γ space is α-realcompact (i.e. closed complete). These two theorems strengthen many results in this area. Behavior of fc-neat spaces under some operations is investigated in the third section, and we give an example which demonstrates that neat spaces are strictly weaker than the isocompact classes listed above. In the fourth section we consider isocompact spaces having a countably compact dense subset, and provide conditions for such a space to be compact. As one case we show that a regular T 2 isocompact space is compact if it is represented as the union of a countably compact dense subset and an almost realcompact dense subset.
In this paper all maps are assumed to be continuous. The rest of this section is devoted to some definitions used in the following sections. We denote by co^) the first infinite (uncountable) cardinal and @{ X) denotes the power set of a set X. (3) If F c X is closed and xίf, then there exists n G <o such that for each j G B(n,x) -{x}, there exists w^ G ω such that {x, y) <£ VfeFB(n y9 f).
We say X is a neighborhood J^space if i?(«, x) is an open neighborhood of x for each n G co and JC G X We denote by Card the class of all infinite cardinals. For a collection Ψ* of subsets of a set, ω^ is the set of unions of countable subcollections of -r. Spaces satisfying property L [2] and weakly δ0-refinable spaces [19] satisfy property ΘL [6, Theorem 2.2, 2.3]. For Si a collection of subsets of a space X and x G X, set J(x, #) = ΓΊ{ 5: 5 G S8, X G JB} and ord(x, ^) denotes the cardinality of the set {B: B G ^, x G B). DEFINITION 
[4]
We say that an open cover \J n eω i^n of a space X is a ^-penetration (resp. δ#-penetration) of a cover Φ of X if, for every x G X, Π{ /(x,Ψ~n): n G ω and 0 < ord(x,^) < ω} c ί/ for some U G Φ (resp. Π{/(x, ^): n G ω and 0 < ord(x, ^) < ω} c ί/ for some U G Φ), and that X is 0-penetrable (resp. 8^-penetrable) if every open cover of X has a ^-penetration (resp. δ0-penetration). A cover ^=U wGω <^ of a space X is called an interlacing if for each nGίoandί/G^ί/ is open in «?"*, where g* = U{E: E e S n ). Let tf be a family of subsets of X We say that an interlacing $ = \Jg n is δ-suspended from tf if for each n e ω and x e g* there exists a countable subfamily SF of tf such that St(x, < § n ) Π (ΠF) = 0. DEFINITION 
[1]
A space X is said to be pure (ultrapure) if for each free closed ultrafilter(filter) /on I with countable intersection property (c.i.p.) there exists an interlacing on X that is δ-suspended from Ultrapure and astral spaces [1] , spaces with a quasi-G δ -diagonal [15] , almost realcompact spaces [10] , weakly Borel complete spaces [17] and 0-realcompact spaces [9] are all pure. (l) |Γ| < λ(jf).
(2) {X γ } γ e Γ is a cover of X and o^ is an open collection of X such that X y c -*ς* for each γeΓ.
(3) Each f γ is a function from X y to ^ such that if A c X γ , \A\ < k and / γ |^4 is injective, then the closure of A in ^* is contained in (4) For each γ e Γ and xel γ there exists H tΞJίf such that
A space X is called a λ>neat space if for each free closed ultrafilter J(? on X with c.i.p. there exists a fc-neat system for J(f. We shall refer to an ω-neat space as merely a neat space.
A A:'-neat space is λ>neat if k' > k. It is easily seen that for all k e Card, a space X with countable tightness is fc-neat if and only if X is neat. LEMMA For x e X -S we can take U X^ °U and n x e ω -{0} such that x e t/ x and xίUze^t fiK^). Put jς = {χeX-S f : «,, = «}. Obviously X-S = U^= 1 i w . Set S M = {{x}: x e JfJ, ^ = {ί/ x : x e Λ^} and define a function / π from ^M to o^ such that / n ({x}) = U x for π > 1. It is easily proved that 2ΰ n is λ>weakly cushioned in ^ in the space o^* for /: G Card. Thus X satisfies property θkL.
(b) Let Jf be a free closed ultrafilter on X with c.i.p.. Then <2r = { X -H: H e JT } is an open cover of X. For this <% there exist sequences {@ n : n e ω) and (^: H e ω) of Definition 1.3. Let /" be a function of Definition 1.2 from i^π to ωf n . We may assume that each 3) n is a disjoint collection and each f n is injective. Put X n = .©"*. 2 the open cover {X-H: H ^Jίf} has a weak δ0-refinement *= U^Λ Put ^ = {χel:θ< ord(x,^J < ω} for w e ω. If we set S n = {X n Π £/: t/ e ^n}, then ^= U Meω^w is obviously an interlacing on X that is δ-suspended from ^.
(e) Let J^ be a free closed ultrafilter on X with c.i.p. Since X is pure, we can obtain an interlacing ^=U Meω^ on X which is δ-suspended from 3tf. For each n e ω and E ^ S n we take an open set ί/(£) of Jf such that U = ί/(£) Π «f rt *. Now for each w e ω put X n = ^w*, ^ = {StO, J^): x G I n ), where J^ = {U(E): E e ^π}, and define a function Λ from X n to ^ such that /"(*) = St(x,^). ({Jζ,}, {^}, {/J) nGω is a desired A:-neat system for Jίf for k e Card. Hence X is fc-neat for A: e Card. 
. Every closed subspace of a k-neat space is k-neat.
Proof. Let Y be a closed subspace of a A>neat space X, and !F be a free closed ultrafilter on Y with c.i.p. By Lemma 2.4 J^= {H: H is closed in X and ίfπ ye^"} isa free closed ultrafilter on X with c.i.p. and λ( J^) = λ(c^). We take a Λ>neat system for tf. We naturally restrict the system to Y. It is easily seen that the restricted system is a fc-neat system for J*\ THEOREM 2.6. A neat space is isocompact.
Proof. By the above lemma we show that a countably compact neat space is compact. Suppose that there exists a countably compact noncompact neat space X. Since X is not Lindelδf, X has an open cover °U which has no countable subcover. We take a closed ultrafilter /on I containing { X -U: U e <%}. Now Jί? is a free closed ultrafilter on X with ci.p. There exists a neat system ( {X y }, {^ς}, { f y }} γ e Γ for Jf. By the fact |Γ| < λ(/) we can get γ 0 e Γ such that X yo Π H Φ 0 for any iίG^f.We fix this γ 0 . There exists F e / such that F c TΓ * because X -i^y* & Jίf. By the way of the selecting of γ 0 we can obtain a countable subset A = {x n : n e ω} of F Π I γo which satisfies f Ύo (x n ) Π (x y : 7 > « + 1} = 0 for any w e ω. Take an co-limit point x of A (i.e. any neighborhood of x contains an infinite subset of A). Since F is closed, x e F c TT*. Hence x e U wGω / γo (xJ. This contradicts the fact that x is an co-limit point of A. COROLLARY 
Mapping theorems and an example.
The following lemma is easy. LEMMA 
Let f be a closed map from X onto Y with LindeΓόf fibers and ^ be a free closed ultrafilter on X with c.i.p. Then Jίf= {H: H is closed in Y andf~ιH G^} is a free closed ultrafilter on Y with c.i.p. such that λ( J*") = λ( JtT).

THEOREM 3.2. Let f be a closed map from X onto a k-neat space Y. If each fiber offis LindeΓόf, then X is k-neat.
Proof. Let J^ be a free closed ultrafilter on X with c.i.p. Then by the above lemma 3tif= [H: H is closed in Y and f~ιH e J^*} is a free closed ultrafilter on Y with c.i.p. such that λ( J*") = λ(Jίf). We get a fc-neat system ({7 γ }, {*;}, (g γ }) γeΓ for jt. Put X Ύ =Γ%, ^γ= {W x : x e X y }, where W x = f \g Ύ (f(x))) 9 and define a function h y from X, to H r Ί such that h y (x) = W x for each γ e Γ. It is easily seen that the system ({X γ } 9 {^}, (Λ γ }^γ eΓ isa desired k-nea.t system for &. Proof. Let 3? be a free closed ultrafilter on X with c.i.p. Set 9S = {B: B is a Borel set of Y such that f~ιB D H for some H e ^T}. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that 3$ is a Borel ultrafilter on 7 with c.i.p. So Γi&= {y} for some JG7 (i.e. f~ιy e JT). Put E = f~ιy and ^|£ = {E Π H: H e jg*}. We can easily see that ^f|£ is a free closed ultrafilter on£ with c.i.p. such that λ(^) = λ(^|£). Let ({£ γ }, {yς}, {g γ }) γeΓ be a fc-neat system for Jίf \E. We extend this system in the following manner. Set i^y = {V U X -E: V e i^y} and define a function /* γ from E γ to ^ such that h Ύ (x) = g γ (x) U Jί -£ for each γ E Γ. We get a system consisting of {E y , X -E: γGΓ},{r y ,{I-£}: γ e Γ} and {Λ γ? 7
: Y G Γ}, where j is the trivial function from X -E to {X -E). This system is a desired one for Jf. COROLLARY 
A product of a Borel complete T λ -space and a k-neat space is k-neat.
The same method of the proof of Theorem 3.5 leads to the following theorem, whose proof is omitted. THEOREM REMARK 3.9. The above space 7 answers some questions in [6] and [8] . Since a P-space satisfies property L, Y affirmatively answers Question 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 in [6] , because Y is an ω 1 -compact non-α-realcompact P-space (as mentioned in Example 3.8) which is not weakly δ#-refinable by [3, Corollary 3.3] . Question 3.3 in [6] . We prove the case of (2). Let b e any open cover of X and *f be an open cover of X such that for each V e iT there exists U e ^ such that V c U. For this ^, since X satisfies property ΘL, we can take sequences {2& n : n e ω) and {y n : n e ω) in Definition 1.3. Let 7 be a countably compact dense subset of X. If we restrict the discussion of [6, Theorem 2.4] to 7, we can obtain a countable subfamily ^of ^ which covers 7. So 7 is covered by a finite subfamily of if. Since 7 is dense in X, we can take a finite subcover of X from ΰ ll. (3) and (4) 
